Flight Management Program
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (U.A.V.)

We are industry experts,
providing responsive,
trustworthy service with a
solutions-oriented approach.
That’s our partnership promise.

GeoVerra invests in the tools required to operate UAVs safely and efficiently. By using FLYsafe, a
drone management platform, our team can focus on what matters most – our clients.
Our geospatial and advanced technology team is made up of skilled industry experts and licensed UAV pilots
focused on providing quality deliverables with the best technology and equipment management program. The
FLYSAFE enterprise platform supports site assessments and operations in compliance with Transport Canada
and supports Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) missions.
What does this mean for our clients?
Efficient Operations
Easy-to-use mission planning means our pilots spend less time working with physical paper airspace
documents, manual authorizations and approvals and focus on getting the job done on time and on budget.
Safety
It’s one of our core values and extends beyond what we do in traditional surveying. This program ensures we
adhere to the latest safety and flight regulations issued by Transport Canada.
Secure Data
By partnering with GeoVerra for your UAV needs, you can be assured your data is stored in a secure platform
using Amazon Web Services’ industry-leading architecture.
Preventative Maintenance
By tracking our flight logs in this intuitive database, we know how much flight time each piece of equipment
has down to the second. This allows us to be proactive in our maintenance approach with scheduled battery
changes and inspections which means no surprises and no unexpected lost time for repairs. As a result, you
can be assured that your dedicated GeoVerra pilot is showing up to site with top-notch equipment that is ready
for hours worth of flying.

For more information, visit our website or get in touch with your local office at geoverra.com/contact
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